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WHEEL demonstration dates in FranceWHEEL demonstration dates in France
 

In February, we travelled to Brittany to present the CREA-WHEEL flat steelCREA-WHEEL flat steel

straightening machine to French metalworkers.straightening machine to French metalworkers. Pierrick Chapron from MMT Métallerie

has already put the CREA-WHEEL into operation and is enthusiastic about its practical

application. On our trip, we had the opportunity to present the latest developments and

possible applications of the WHEEL to Nicolas Massart from Rubix. He was also

impressed by the simplicity and precision of our machine. We would like to thank MMT

for their hospitality and the great feedback on the CREA-WHEEL.

CONTACT US NOW FOR A WHEEL DEMONSTRATIONCONTACT US NOW FOR A WHEEL DEMONSTRATION
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The future of metal construction:The future of metal construction:
Increasing efficiency despite a shortage of skilledIncreasing efficiency despite a shortage of skilled
labourlabour
 

Metal construction: a traditional trade that has relied on tried-and-tested methods and

machines for decades is facing numerous challenges today. In addition to the desire to

continuously increase efficiency, the industry is also struggling with what is probably

the most pressing problem: the shortage of skilled labour. In its latest issue, the tradeIn its latest issue, the trade

journal Metall took a look at automation in metal construction. journal Metall took a look at automation in metal construction. It sheds light on the

challenges facing the industry and uses examples to show how innovative technologies

such as artificial intelligence (AI) offer a solution.

ZUM ARTIKELZUM ARTIKEL
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Save on labour with our assembly supportsSave on labour with our assembly supports
 

The challenges on assembly sites are always the same: the purely manual work could

be done by a single person - but a second person is only needed for ancillary tasks

such as holding and carrying. This makes little sense from a business perspective.

What if you could do without the second person in future? What if you could do without the second person in future? Our assembly aids fulfil

precisely this purpose. A small investment, a lot of profit.

TO THE VIDEO in GermanTO THE VIDEO in German
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